Callen talks about the science court
Heritability
Heritability of
of IQ
IQ
issuing statements of "scientific Truth."
The Science Court Experiment
The first page of the Interim Report says,
Feldman and
and Lewontin
Lewontin (19
(19 Dec.
Dec. 1975,
1975,
"We have no illusions that this procep. 1163) make numerous references to
dure
will arrive at the truth, which my
is writings on the heritability of inEarl Callen's letter (10 Sept., p.
951)
expresses his fears about the potential
elusive and tends to change from year
to
telligence,
often in ways that are so infor the science court to become an auyear."
complete as to be inaccurate or misleadCallen asks "which facts" will be
thoritarian instrument, stifling the ability
ing. Serious readers may find this out for
of scientists to speak out on public policy
dealt with by the court. The procedure
themselves, since I have written in some
detail
on is
the various criticisms of the
matters. His views may be sharedfor
by selecting the facts to be dealt
with
many scientists. It is important that
specifically discussed in the Interim
Reheritability
concept as related to mental
wide public debate be held on the sciport, and a procedure has been sugmeasurements mentioned by Feldman
gested in which the case managers for and Lewontin: the meaning of heritabilience court concept so that this and other
either
ty in the behavioral sciences and the
possible arguments against the court
can side propose the factual statements
be fully aired. The public session on
the which will be considered by the
question of genotype-environment interscience
science court at the April meeting of
the court. Thus, both sides will have action (1), genotype-environment covarifullin
opportunity to bring forth those rele-ance (2), the heritability of differences
American Physical Society was a start
vant facts they consider important.
this direction. The Colloquium on the
between groups (1, 3), and the broader
Callen makes the broad statement that
Science Court held from 19 to 21 Septemeducational and social implications of
"In social policy questions it is impos-the substantial heritability of IQ (4).
ber 1976 at Leesburg, Virginia, was
sible to separate facts from values." ThisOn one fundamental theoretical point
another step.
As a member of the task force that
is, of course, a question which has been
on which I have not previously written in
debated by philosophers for centuries.
any detail, however, Feldman and Lehas been developing the science court
wontin draw an unwarranted conclusion.
We don't propose to enter into that deidea, I have, as Callen says, taken the
bate, but simply to avoid issues whereThey state that ". . . as selection proposition that the court should be regresses, the additive genetic variance is
garded more as a set of procedures to be the distinction cannot be made.
'used up' so that the h2N [the narrow
used as needed than as a continuing insti- Finally, Callen announces that "The
tution with a life of its own. It is my
science court will stifle public debate." heritability or proportion of additive geimpression that this view is not uniquely The Interim Report points out that the netic variance] is decreased finally to
mine among the members of the task process will be conducted entirely in pub- zero, or nearly so. A consequence of
force and, indeed, it is quite consistent lic, and the only authority that will attach these theorems is that, if natural selecto its results will arise out of the crediwith the discussion of the science court
tion has long been in operation on a
character, the additive genetic variance
presented by the task force in the ar-bility the public assigns to its procedures.
for the character should be small, and
ticle "The Science Court experiment:
ARTHUR KANTROWITZ
the only genetic variance left should be
An interim report" (20 Aug., p. 653).
Avco Everett Research Laboratory, nonadditive (dominance and epistatic
It is incorrect to suggest, as Callen
variance). Thus we may be able to judge,
does, that my views are the basis of a Inc., 2385 Revere Beach Parkway,
from the ratio of h2N, which goes to zero
different plan for a science court that is Everett, Massachusetts 02149
during evolution, to h2B [the broad heribeing considered by the Consumer Prodtability or the proportion of the total
uct Safety Commission. First of all, the
phenotypic variance due to all genetic
only plan that I am aware of is the one
Wald and the Cambridge City
factors, additive and nonadditive], which
being developed by the task force. Secdoes not, how much selection has gone
ond, the Commission has not formally Council
on." They then argue that the difference
discussed the science court concept, nor
Barbara Culliton's article in the 23
between the empirical estimates of 0.75
has it considered any specific plan. I
believe the science court has merit and
and 0.40 for the h2B and h2N, respectively,
July issue of Science (News and Comment,
of IQ, forces the conclusions that "...
that it could, if properly developed, p.
be 300) on the Cambridge City Council's
involvement with recombinant DNA conwhatever it is that IQ measures, it has
useful to the Consumer Product Safety
tains a small factual error in saying, not been under intense selection for very
Commission as well as other government
long. Conversely, if there is a great deal
"Wald went to see Mayor Vellucci,
regulatory bodies. However, I am only
whom he persuaded that the potentialof nonadditive genetic variance, but very
one of five Commissioners, and the quesof P3 recombinant experiments tolittle additive, we may guess at a long
tion of use of a science court has yetthreat
to
be addressed by the full Commission.the public health is a very real one." and consistent history of selection."
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Mayor Vellucci needed no persuading. These are weak inferences in the ab-

He had several days earlier put this mat- sence of knowledge about selection inter on the docket of the next City Coun- tensities, as Feldman and Lewontin rightcil meeting, on the strength of an articlely point out.
on genetic recombination in the Boston The one reasonable inference that can
be drawn from the present evidence is
Answers to the points made inPhoenix
Call-of 7 June.
en's letter are to be found in the Interim
This is not an apology; but I do not that the intelligence measured by IQ is a
fitness character-the genes involved in
to be given unjustified credit for an
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IQ variance
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undergoneselection
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event
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notbring
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about.
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has not been under intense selection for

Inbreeding on Japanese Children (Harper &
IQ per 10 percent increase of the
Row, New York, 1965).
very long. As Feldman and Lewontin
coefficient of inbreeding as a percentage
6. C. O. Carter, Lancet 1967-I, 436 (1967); E.
say, the presence of significant domi- of the noninbred mean) is at least as large Seemanova, Hum. Hered. 21, 108 (1971).
7. D. S. Falconer, Quantitative Genetics (Oliver &
nance variance generally indicates past as comparable figures for highly selectedBoyd, Edinburgh, 1960).
8. L. Van Valen, Am. J. Phys. Anthropol. 40, 417
selection. (Although dominance variance characteristics of domestic animals (5, p.
(1974).
could conceivably come about in the ab- 295; 7, p. 249).
9. H. Munsinger, Psychol. Bull. 82, 623 (1975).
10. M. G. Bulmer, The Biology of Twinning in Man
sence of past selection as a result of
The additive genetic variance will ap- (Clarendon, Oxford, 1970).
dominant and recessive mutants, this
proach zero as a result of natural selecThe article by Feldman and Lewontin
seems a less likely explanation.) But
tion only if the trait is perfectly correfairly teems with conspicuous inaccurasince the proportion of dominance vari-lated with fitness in the Darwinian sense
cies. Here is a modest sampling.
ance to total genetic variance depends and if there is zero mutation rate. The
1) They commence with a serious misupon the relative frequency of the domi-additive variance will attain some value
representation of Jensen's views. What
nant genes, and since we do not know greater than zero for traits which are
Jensen actually concludes from the findthe frequencies of additive, dominant, imperfectly correlated with fitness. We
ing of a high heritability (h2) of IQ is that
and recessive genes involved in IQ, we would not expect extremely high correlaexisting differences in cognitive develcannot draw any conclusions about the tions of human intelligence with fitness.
opment are not generated to a significant
duration or intensity of selection. How-It is even likely that selection for indegree by existing differences in the soever, the presence of dominance vari- telligence has probably been somewhat
cial environment, including those of inance, inferable from the difference be-relaxed with the advance of civilization.
come or cultural milieu. From this he
tween h2B and h2N, does indicate the ef-In human cultures the fitness of persons
fects of dominant genes and most prob-of quite low intelligence may be en-sensibly infers that educational programs
of a certain kind-namely, simple "enably of past selection. Further evidencehanced by the contributions of relatively
of dominant genes for intelligence is thefew individuals at the high end of therichment" schedules aimed merely at dewell-established finding of substantial in- ability scale, for example, through in-livering the normal "middle-class" culbreeding depression for IQ, indicating ventions, advances in agriculture, hy-tural milieu to disadvantaged childrenare unlikely to reduce cognitive differdirectional dominance, that is, the domi-giene, and so forth, which benefit everyences by very much. This carefully limitone in the society, more or less, regardnant genes enhance IQ (5, 6).
ed inference is in no way fairly communiEven if all the additive genes had beenless of their level of intelligence.
cated by Feldman and Lewontin's sum"used up" by selection in the course of Brain size is known to have more than
mary of it: "... since inequalities in
evolution, and even if there were com- doubled in size in the course of human
cognitive performance are largely genetplete dominance at all gene loci, the addi-evolution, from Australopithecus to
tive genetic variance could still be con-present-day man, in whom there is aic in origin, environmental intervention
through educational or social innovasiderably greater than zero. More pre- reliable correlation of about 0.30 between
tions will be of minimal value in reducing
cisely, with complete dominance at all brain size and IQ (8).
Finally, the evidence for the substan- these inequalities." This astounding
loci, the additive genetic variance will
not be less than the dominance variance
tial heritability of IQ does not depend paraphrasing conveniently obscures the

upon complex analyses in quantitativeconsequential distinction between enuntil the frequency of the dominant

genes is more than twice the frequency
genetics. The fact that genetic factors are vironmental interventions of a certain
of the recessive genes. As Falconer
strongly involved in individual differ- specific kind, as contrasted with those of
points out, "[t]he concept of additive
ences in IQ is firmly established by nu-every conceivable sort. With this latter
variance does not carry with it the as- merous studies of adopted children, meaning, their summarizing statement
becomes, to be sure, an easy, even unsumption of additive gene action; and the whose IQ's are much less correlated
existence of additive variance is not an
with the IQ's of their adoptive parents worthy, beast to slay; but it becomes at
(and with assessments of their adoptive the same time an imaginary creature of
indication that any of the genes act addithan with assessments of their own making.
tively (i.e., show neither dominance environments)
nor
As it happens, Jensen's conclusion
their biological parents, with whom they
epitasis)" (7, p. 138).
have had no postnatal relationship (9), was quite a fair prediction of the empiriOne could even argue that a narrow
heritability of 0.40 (which, according to and by studies showing that identical cal results independently obtained from
the estimate cited by Feldman and Le- twins reared apart are more similar in IQ massive "enrichment" efforts of this
wontin, means additive variance would
than fraternal twins reared together (10). very type. Therefore, the implication of
ARTHUR R. JENSEN
high IQ heritability must now be taken inconstitute only 53 percent of the total
to account in planning future attempts at
Institute of Human Learning,
genetic variance) indicates a comimproving this trait. Whereas this impliof California,
paratively low proportion of additive University
gecation is commonly misinterpreted to
netic variance. Consider the narrow heriBerkeley 94720
mean
that all such efforts might as well
tabilities of characteristics that have
References and Notes

be abandoned as inevitably futile, the
been subjected to selection in domestic
1. A. R. Jensen, Educ. Psychol. 11, 171 (1975).
true implication is that eventual success
This article summarizes my replies to the sevanimals: milk yield of cows, 0.30; lardieral currently popular criticisms of the heritain raising IQ will almost certainly come
ness of pigs, 0.55; length of wool in
bility concept, including the main arguments put
about only through environmental insheep, 0.55; egg weight of chickens, 0.6 forth by Feldman and Lewontin.

(7, pp. 167-188). In light of these fig-

2. , Acta Genet. Med. Gemellol., in press

novations that currently are rare or non-

(paper presented at the First International Congress of Twin Studies, Rome, 1974).
existent in the populations where a high
3. , Educability and Group Differences
h2
has been observed. Future attempts
(Harper & Row, New York, 1973).
4. , Bull. At. Sci. 26, 17 (1970); Genetics
should therefore focus on novel types of

ures for highly selected traits, the estimates of narrow heritability of IQ (most
are in the range of 0.4 to 0.6) would seem and Education (Harper & Row, New York,
intervention. The work of Heber et al.
1972); Educational Differences (Barnes &
to suggest considerable selection for IQ.
Noble, New York, 1974); Oxford Rev. Educ. 1,(1) is a notable instance of such radical
Also, interestingly, inbreeding depres59(1975).
environmental changes, and they have in
sion of IQ (that is, the decrease in mean 5. W. J. Schull and J. V. Neel, The Effects of
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fact reported impressive success in raising IQ.
2) The specific models of genetic action discussed-by Feldman and Lewontin
in their figures 1 and 2 are bizarre, to say
the least. First, by positing genotypes
that differ greatly from each other in
their phenotypic response to the same environment, they merely concede Jensen's basic contention that genetic factors are important in accounting for individual differences in mental abilities.

that has as yet been established The
as an
potential thus exists for a considactual cause of some phenotypic erable
diverreduction in inequalities in IQ and
sity; that anything else has the capabilrealized school performance, and as a
natural
concomitant, in the social differity to cause such diversity is pure
specences that correlate with the level of eduulation. In the second, complementary,
case, it is genetic variation that has
beenattainment. And by lowering
cational
nailed down as an actual cause of some
such differences between individuals,
phenotypic diversity, while every other
one will also necessarily have lowered
possible source remains entirely speculathe differences between the groups they
tive. Thus, in order to entertain seriously
may compose (6). For this reason the gea purely environmental interpretationnetic
for interpretation of mental differences
a difference in group means in the face
of us, not a counsel of despair as isoffers

Second, to posit that the expression of high within-group heritabilities, we curiously-so
are
often alleged, but instead
a sound and realistic basis for solid eduthese genotypes is strongly influenced by required to make two additional assumpcational and social advancement.
changes in the environment ignores the tions of a very specific kind: first, that
WILLIAM
empirical evidence we already have on there is a milieu factor that has the capathis point, from reports on separated bility of producing phenotypic diversity;
One Eagle Hill,

R. HAVENDER

twins and other adopted children, show- and second, that this influence acts in
Berkeley, California 94707
ing that IQ is not strongly affected by the such a manner that it can wholly cause
References and Notes
particular environmental intervals sam- the group means to differ but cannot

1. R. Heber, H. Garber, S. Harrington, C. Hoffpled in these studies. Obviously, these cause significant phenotypic variation
man, C. Falender, Rehabilitation of Families at

results do not exclude the possibility thatwithin either group (or else, the withinRisk for Mental Retardation (Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in Mental RetardaIQ might be greatly changed by othergroup heritabilities would be high, as pos-tion,
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, 1972).
kinds of environmental alteration; this is ited). If we apply the principle of parsi2. A. R. Jensen, Educability and Group Differences (Harper & Row, New York, 1973).
why future efforts at enhancing IQ mony, it is unarguable that this alterna3. J. L. Jinks and D. W. Fulker, Psychol. Bull. 73,
should be concentrated here. But Feld311
(1970).
tive is, a priori, the least probable one.
4. A. R. Jensen, Genetics and Education (Harper &
man and Lewontin should at least make
In the case of white-black IQ differ-Row, New York, 1972); P. Urbach, Br. J. Phil.
Soc. 25, 99 (1974); ibid., p. 235.
explicit that their proposition is purely ences
a
there is in fact a plausible environ5. W. R. Havender, Alternative: Am. Spectator 9,
speculation about as yet untested envi-mental influence that could well be imag10 (April 1976).
6. The reader will find it instructive to compare
ronmental conditions, and that what data
ined, a priori, to act in just this fashionthese sentences with what Feldman and Lewonwe do have concerning normal people
tin, in their summary statement quoted earlier,
namely, racial discrimination. It is when
purport to be the social implications of Jensen's
moved around within common environwe move away from the a priori condicontemplations.
mental situations show their norm of retion by proceeding with the systematic
action for IQ to be in fact rather flat. scrutiny of the operationally testable corThird, to posit that the same environmen- ollaries of this broad hypothesis that it
Feldman and Lewontin argue two
tal change can evoke different changes in encounters serious challenges. These
points, the first of which is that "no
the respective phenotypes, even includ- have been very thoroughly explicated
statistical methodology exists that will
ing changes in opposite directions, is sim- elsewhere (2, 4).
enable us to predict the range of phenoply another way of saying that the interLet us suppose that we accept the
typic possibilities that are inherent in any
action of environment with genotype is thesis favored by Jensen, to wit, that genotype."
inSeven equally bland variants
nonadditive. It is reasonable to raise this

dividual differences in IQ, regardlessofof
this statement can be generated by
possibility for discussion, but it is surely
ethnic or racial group membership, replacing
are
"statistical" with "nonnot reasonable to write, in the face of
not strongly conditioned by existing envistatistical," "phenotypic" with "genlengthy discussions of just this point by ronmental diversity. What then? There
otypic," and "genotype" with "environJensen (2, pp. 48-54 and 173-179) and oth- are two main, proper implications. The
ment." Their second point is that human
ers (3), that "this situation is ignored by first one, previously mentioned, is that
biometrical genetics has been and will
... Jensen ...."
we must, to the extent that we continue
remain sterile, "nor can any technique of
3) The contention by Jensen
that it
"the
to deem
of value to change IQ, look,
in
statistical
estimation provide a confact of substantial heritabilitythe
ofmanner
IQ withof Heber, among new or rare
vincing argument for a genetic mechain populations does increase environmental
the a priorimodifications for effecnism more complicated than one or two
probability that the population
difference
Mendelian loci with low and constant
tive
therapies. The second and probably

is attributable to genetic factors"
is
most immediately
fruitful one is thatpenetrance.
we
Certainly the simple esti-

correct. Consider the situation of two

must make the educational system mold
mate of heritability, either in the broad
groups manifesting with respect to a givitself around individual mental differor narrow sense, but most especially in
en trait both great within-group variabiliences, rather than allow it to continue
tobroad sense, is nearly equivalent to
the
ty and a large difference in the group
ignore them as being brought about no
byinformation at all for any serious probmeans. If the trait were found to have
superficial and easily reversible influlem of human genetics." This resound-

negligible heritability within each of the
ences. This means that instructional
ing declamation is ambiguous: since not
groups (which would mean that only enmethods must adapt as much as possible
even a single gene with low penetrance
vironmental factors caused this diverto each child's configuration of mentalcan be demonstrated in man, their
sity), one would certainly be more hesi-abilities; and since high-IQ children can"low" should presumably read "high";
tant to attribute a priori the group meanalready be taught comparatively well bydisproof of a simple mechanism is a condifference to genetic causes than in theknown methods, the urgent need clearly
vincing argument for a more complicated
contrasting case, where the within-groupis for preferential emphasis on devisingone; estimation of heritability is useful if
heritabilities were high. In the first case,techniques that can be effective for lowand only if it leads to prediction or disenvironmental variation is the only sourceIQ children as well (5).
crimination among genetic hypotheses.
1 OCTOBER 1976
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To understand their argument we must plex segregation analysis, which gives
consider it in detail. specific and precise estimates of genetic
Feldman and Lewontin begin by term- risks (3). One of the required parameters
ing the analysis of variance a local per- is heritability. Feldman and Lewontin's

turbation analysis, as indeed it is under statement that "confusing risks can be
certain assumptions (and geometry and calculated separately for various ages,
the natural sciences likewise). Then they socioeconomic classes, cultural patintroduce broad heritability, which can terns, and the like," does not convey to
be determined only from the study of the reader that affection of family memidentical twins reared apart in random hers is the central factor in genetic counprenatal

environments, provided that gene-envi- seling. The counselor who follows the

Renewable and ronment covariance and differential ef- advice of Feldman and Lewontin and
fects of environment are negli- prefers the empirical calculation of risks
Nonrenewable gible. Since in practice broad heritability to the more complete specification proResources is not estimable, flogging it seems unnec- vided by genetic analysis is giving his
essary. They next conclude that "statisti- patient second-rate service.
cal inference about the heritability of After this fallacy, so damaging to medi-

traits that are phenotypically plastic is cal genetics, discussion of gene-environ-

Edited and with an Introduction invalid." What does this mean when hen- ment interaction and intergroup differby Philip H. Abelson and Allen L. tability is the complement of plasticity? ences is anticlimactic. Interaction diminHammond They cite approvingly two comments by ishes family resemblance and need not
..... materials exhaustion looms as Moran on genotype-environment covari- concern those whose task is to explain
one of the horsemen of their spe- ance, both of which were subsequently resemblance, not dissimilarity. The hencial breed of apocalypse and could corrected (1). A valid treatment of gene- tability of group differences cannot be
bring civilization tumbling down." environment covariance was introduced predicted from intragroup heritability,
Club of Rome report, 1972. more than half a century ago by Wright but no geneticist supposes that it could.
Take a fresh, careful look at the and later refined (2). Feldman and Lewontin have genernew world of MATERIALS. In the I take greatest exception to the section alized their attack on a particular psyfourth volume of special Science of the article in which the authors advo- chologist to include a significant part of
compendia series, 42 of the coun- cate a purely empirical method of calcu- science. They are concerned about pos-

try's foremost authorities explore lating the risk of genetic disease, thereby sible abuse of genetics by nongeneticists,
the current state of materials use attacking a promising development in ge- forgetting how often dire prophecies are

and supply, and probe the future netic counseling-the use of genetic mod- dispelled by investigation (4). The evi

implications of national policies, els. Most genetic disease is of complex they fear thrives in the obscurity they
energy constraints, and environ- etiology. Until recently, recurrence of cultivate. Their clumsy harrying of biomental considerations on materials such conditions could be estimated only metrical genetics is entirely unbecoming

production and use by empirical calculation of risks. This and does only senseless harm to the
06 **.0.method depends on no detailed genetic cause of science and humanity (5).

Please send me MATERIALS: Renew- analysis, considers only the child imme- NEWTON B. MORTON
able and Nonrenewable Resources diately following the proband, and pools Population Genetics Laboratory,
casebound copies. Retail price families of different composition, ignor- University of Hawaii,
$12.95; AAAS member price, ing normal siblings, more remote relatives, 1980 East-West Road,
prepaid $11.95 sex, age, quantitative information, and Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
paperbound copies. Retail price etiological heterogeneity. The dictionary

$4.95; AAAS member price, definition of "empiric" is "one who de- References
prepaid $4.45 viates from the rules of science or accept- 1. R. G. Hoiroyd, Ann. Hum. Genet. 38, 379
(1975).

D Check or money order enclosed ed practice; one who relies upon practt- 2. S. wright, Genetics 6, iii (192i);J. Am. Stat.

Assoc. Suppl. 26 (1931), p. 155; D. C. Rao, N.

lIZ Please bill me cal experience alone, disregarding all the- B. Morton, S. Yee, Am. J. Hum. Genet. 26, 331
oretical and philosophic considerations; (1974).

3. N. B. Mo on and C. J. MacLean, Am. J. Hum.

Name___________________________ hence a quack, a charlatan' '--the very Genet. 26,489(1974).
apotheosis of local perturbation. 4. N. B. Morton,
C. S. Chung, M. P. Mi, Genetics
of Interracial Crosses in Hawaii (Karger, Basel,
Hemophilia illustrates the way in 1967).

Address which the empirical calculation of risks 5. Dew. Stetten, Jr.,Genetics 81,415 (1975).
can be first a step forward, then back-

City ward. Almost 2000 years ago the Talmud In contrast to Feldman and Lewontin,
used empirical risk calculation: later- we welcome the recent swing
State, Zip - born sons of a woman who had lost two ogy from the environmental excesses of
boys due to bleeding were not to be the past to a more balanced view of the

circumcized, nor were the sons of her biological bases of behavior (1). Behav-

U sisters; but paternal half-sibs were ioral genetics is but one part of a zeitgeist
Send orders to Dept. M-3 treated as normal individuals. While re- that is bridging the gap between the
American Association for the markably accurate for its day, this is less study of behavior and the study of biolAdvancement of Science predictive than the determination of ge- ogy, a movement that includes both
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW netic risks based on detection of carrier sociobiology and psychobiology (2).

Washington, D.C. 20005 women, which does not require the sig- Contrary -to the impression that Feld-

(Please illow 6 to It weeks (or deliveryl nal of two prior deaths. Faults of empiri- man and Lewontin create, it is not diffical risk calculation are rectified in com- cult to find examples of the usefulness of
10
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genetic analyses in the study of complexly determined behavior. Psycho-

pathology is an obvious example. Before
the mid- 1960's, psychologists continued

to look for environmental causes of

schizophrenia and other psychoses. In
1966, a single behavioral genetic study

turned the field around. Heston (3) studied the adopted offspring of 47 schizophrenic women and compared them to a
matched control group of adopted chil-

dren whose biological parents had no

known psychopathology. Of the adopted Electronic Precision Balance, Electronic Precision Balance, Electronic Precision Balance,
children with a schizophrenic heritage, Type K 1200 Type R 300/R 3000 Type RS 25
five were diagnosed as schizophrenic;

none of the control children was schizophrenic. Regardless of whether one likes
the concept of heritability, this behavior
is clearly influenced by genetic factors.

That is a fundamental piece of knowl- - ar-- - edge. Behavioral genetic studies have
also led to important discoveries concerning the manic-depressive psychoses
(4).

In addition to asserting that heritability does not advance eith r cures or counseling, Feldman and Lewontin reiterate

the common knowledge that heritability estimates are limited to the potmlation
sampled and that genotype-environment

interaction and correlation may be impor-

tant. These points are misinterpreted by
Feldman and Lewontin to mean that
quantitative genetic analyses are, therefore, of no use. The conclusion does not follow (5). The very purpose of quan- -

titative genetic studies is to describe ge- - netic variability in a specific population and to ascribe that variability to environ- mental differences and genetic differ-

ences in that population (6). The ques- tion of genetulizing to other samples and Precision Balance, Precision Balance, Analytical Balance,
other times can only be answered empiri- Type SM 1600 Type KM 200/KM 1000 Type 404/13

cally (the evid nce with respect to cogni- SAUTER balances have earned a re The K 1200, for example combines
tive abilities suggests considerable gener- putation for ease of operation, econo- two weighing ranges in one balance,
alizability). Feldman and Lewontin seem my and practical technology. No won- touch a button and you can switch to
to be more concerned with the question der SALITER balances are the choice a capacity ten times greater - from
of what could be rather than what is. in research and development labora- 120 g and a readability of 0.01 g to
That is a legitimate concern, of course, tories, in industry and scientific insti- 1200 g and a readability of 0.1 g.
but it should not be the basis for a cri- tutions just about everywhere. Shown here is but a small sample
tique of quantitative genetic analysis. SAUTER precision toploading balan- of the complete SAUTER line affordOne aspect of their article that was ces have weighing ranges from 160 g ing high accuracy in weighing ranges
most disturbing to us was its polemical to 10 kg and more. Resolution from from a few grams up a ton.
nature. Feldman and Lewontin imply 1 mg to I g. SAUTER analytical Please write and let us help solve
that the motivation of geneticists is eu- balances are avialable with weighing your particular balance problems.
genic and that they are the dupes of ranges of 100 and 200 g.

politicians who "use genetic misinforma- Resolution of 0.01 mg or 0.1 mg.
tion to rationalize a politically deter- Electronic precision balances are

mined policy." Rather than attempting available with weighing ranges of

to discredit research in behavioral genet- 120 g, 300 g, 1200 g, 3000 g, 12 kg,
ics, the authors could better serve sci- 25 kg and 120 kg.

ence by encouraging the search for spe- August Sauter Ombli

cific g notype-environment interactions Waagen und Systeme
or genotype-environment correlations in "in Postfach 250, D-7470 Albstadt 1
that they assume to be so important.

'' Tel. (07431)51056, Telex 0763851

In addition to these general issues, it August Sauter of America, Inc. August Sauter s.r.l.
80 Fifth Avenue, New York N.Y. 10011 70 Via Carlo Farini, 20159 Milano
necessary to address one technical point Tel. (212) 685 6659, Telex 421790 Tel. 606080,603853
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concerning
concerning
Feldman and Lewontin's dis- Feldman and Lewontin conclude
Feldm
their
J PU LAT I ON: cussion of the relationship between with- consideration of eugenics with the state-

in-group heritability (h2) and between- ment, "In ou

D ynarn I Cs group
heritability
(h2), which
they genics
also to
dis
use to symbolize
heritability
in the broad
becau
Ethics sense). Although not cited by Feldman macy (even if unwilling legitimacy) to
and Lewontin, h2 was first expressed as pernicious social actions." This state-

and Pot icy a function of h2 (their equation 3) by ment contains the implication that scien-

DeFries (7). DeFries made two points: (i) tists might properly withhold scientific

The ethical issues of choice . . . the There is a mathematical relationship be- views that are judged to have undesirinterrelationships of population size and

economic development . . . the conse- tween h2n and h2, contrary to what Le- able social consequences. In the past, this
quences of population growth ... such are wontin (8) had previously asserted; and opinion would have had interesting con-

the issues debated in Population: Dy- (ii) nevertheless, high h2 by no means sequences. Recall, for example, the so-

namics, Ethics, and Policy, a compen-

dium now available from AAAS. it con- implies high h2. Feldman and Lewontin cial impact of Darwin's theory of natura

tains a selection of articles, research agree with the second point, but they selection. The "social Darwinists," l

reports, and policy debates that originally state that the first point is "entirely by the most influential sociologist of th

appeared in Science during a 10-year time

span beginning in 1966. Together these spurious" because equation 3 does not time, Herbert Spencer, reinterpreted the
papers provide a close look at population describe a "causal relationship." Surely concept of fitness to imply that the poor

research as conducted and reported by they cannot mean that all noncausal were unfit, the rich fit. The theory

American scientists, mathematical relationships are entirely natural selection, thus popularized and
If you are involved in population research

or policy planning, be sure to have a copy spurious (9). (mis)interpreted, provided a rationale for
of this compendium in your library. Retail Although we disagree with many of exploitative, laissez-faire capitalism

price $12.95 casebound, $4.95 paperbound; the assertions contained in their article, Darwin thus gave legitimacy, presumAAAS member price $11.95 casebound, we share Feldman and Lewontin's inter- ably unwilling, to a social theory that we,

$4.45 paperbound. est in reliable data on adoptions. We at least, would consider "pernicious."

Send orders to Dept. PC-6 believe that well-designed adoption stud- Ought he to have desisted for that reaies can provide the best information son?

about the relative importance of heredity Eugenics, of course, is not in itself a

as a cause of individual differences in purely scientific issue; however, its sciAMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the human behavior, as well as the first solid entific component is not negligib
ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE

1515 Massachusetts Avenue, NW. information concerning the importance attested
Washington, D. C. 20005 of genotype-environment correlations and Lewontin'
and interactions (5). above quotation. But other geneticists,
ROBERT PLOMIN notably H. J. Muller and his followers,
J. C. DEFRIES might assess the scientific issues some-

Scientific Freedom Institute for Behavioral Genetics, what differently. Scientific advocates of
and University of Colorado, Boulder 80309 eugenics have
the to
same
right,
obligation,
express
their and
viewseven
as do
Responsibility 1. See, for References and Notes Feldman and Lewontin.

example, the 1975 presidential address Maintenance of open discussion of sc

of the American Psychological Association [D.

An important report from AAAS! I. Campbell, Am. Psychol. 30, 12 (Dec. 1975)]. entific issues impinging on sensitive so2. B. o. wilson's highly touted tome, Sociobiol cial issues is doubly important because,
If you are concerned with the prob- ogy: The New Synthesis (Harvard Univ. Press,

ems of responsibility and freedom as Cambridge, Mass., 1975), is one example of this whereas scientific conclusions are at
they relate to your professional work, 3. L. L. Heston, Br. J. Psychiat. 112, 819 (1966). least in principle demonstrable, the judgyou will find much of interest in J.AngstandC.Perris,Int.J.Ment.Healthi, 145 ment of which social consequences are

Scientific Freedom and Responsi- (1972); J. Mendlewicz and J. L. Fleiss, Biol. desirable and which "pernicious is inbility. 5. For a discussion of the possible effects of geno- trinsically subjective. No person has a
type-environment interaction and correlation on

it examines the conditions neces- quantitative genetic analyses and the use of right to legislate such social attitudes for
sary to give scientists and engi- adoption data to assess these effects, see R. others, much less for a whole scientific
neers the freedom and responsi- Plomin, J. C. DeFries, J. C. Loehlin, Psychol. community.

bility to speak out on the critical 6. J. L. Lush, in Thirty-Third Annual Proceedings JOSEPH FRANKEL
problems facing us today of the American Society of Animal Production
(i940).

- it discusses criteria and pro- 7. J. C. DeFries, in Genetics, Environment, and Department of Zoology,
cedures for the obiective, impar- Behavior,
Ehrman,
G. S.
Omenn,
F. Caspari,
University
Eds. L.
(Academic
Press,
New
York, 1972),
pp. Iowa
City 52242 of Iowa,
tial study of conflicts concerning 16.

scientific freedom and responsible 8. R. C. Lewontin, Bull. At. Sci. 26, 2 (March
scientific conduct 1970).

9. Causality of the intraclass genetic correlation (

Send for your copy today! Paper- andhssisirrelevanttotheexistenceofarelation to his work are inaccurate or misleading.

bound, xiv + 50 pp. Retail $3.45; ship between
h25
and
h2. Nonetheless,
the But he does not offer a single example. It
sertion that
r "is
dependent
on h2B and not vice
AAAS member prepaid $2.95. versa is wrong. J. C. Loehlin, G. Lindzey, and is therefore difficult to take this blanket
(Please allow 6 to It weeks tor deliveryl J. N. Spuhier un Race Differences in In- demnation
telligence (Freeman, San Francisco, 1975), con seriously. The references
Send orders to Dept. SFR-6 290-291] have
rephrased
DeFries
arguoffers, far from answering our objecment
in terms of four
quantities
to behe
estiAmerican Association for the mated: (A) genetic variance between groups, (B) tions, more usually repeat the errors we
Advancement of Science genetic variance
within groups, (C) environmen- discuss. He devotes most of his letter to
tal variance between groups, and (D) environ1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. mental variance within groups. It can be stated a theoretical point on which he has not
Washington, D.C. 20005 that r A/(A?B)
and; h25 = A/(A?C). Thus, previously written in any detail. Poputhe two parameters are essentially coordinate in
________________________________________________ status. lation geneticists will quickly see that
12
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this this
is an area to which Jensen appears
is
fitness." It appears
an
that, in his confusion
area
not to have given much previous over the fundamental theorem of natural
thought. His remarks concern the issue selection, he has overlooked his earlier
of the change in genetic variance under statement that we were wrong in claimnatural selection. Our claim was that, ing that IQ has not been under intense
since the additive part of the genetic selection for very long.
variance for IQ would decrease toward At the conclusion of his letter, Jensen -- zero under natural selection (in the ab- implies that he accepts the validity of the - - sence of mutation) while other parts studies on identical twins reared apart.
need not, it might be possible to infer This is, of course, very much in line with

to

whi

how much selection has gone on. Jensen his 1969 point of view (5). But it is quite sciKmIC

seems to be under the misapprehension inconsistent with his more recent writin

that
the
mere
presence
of his
nonadditive
(6),
in ofwhich
the
previous
action
of natural
selection.
Jensen
devotes
comments
toof
a of
segcAalfllflS
WIthOUt
rIsk
this
R.
A.
Fisher
has
speculated
(1)of
that
forarticle.
ment occupying
about
7 percent
new
edition
the
world's
certain
phenotypes
the
degree
domiHe
ignores
our
discussion
be-our

genetic variance is a demonstration of of the data he originally used.

he has re

nance itself may be under the influence tween-group differences, a topic upon most widely used one-volume

of natural selection, but this evolution- which he has written extensively in the science mnua'Innoiiio

ary modification of dominance should by social science literature as well as our JuwPUUuA

no means be taken as a rule (2), nor does numerous other criticisms of his use of The classic. The new Fifth Edition of V

it mean that the existence of dominance heritability. Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia

must imply the previous action of natural Havender, on the other hand, ad- provides thousands of authoritative

definitions, explanations, overviews,

selection. On the contrary most models dresses a potpourri of Jensen's previous specialized discussions-in clear
of enzyme action lead directly to domi- notions. He commences with his evalua- language, in lust the right dept

nance as a consequence of the nonlinear- tion of what Jensen really means when 11Y revised. More than 80% of this
edition is brand new. There are

ity of enzyme-product relations. Thus he says "Compensatory education has nearly 2,400 pages, more than

Jensen is incorrect in claiming that the been tried and it apparently has failed" million words, over 2,500 illustration
Ideal gift. This classic, in large format,\is

presence of dominance indicates past se- (5) or when he entitles an article "The strikingly handsome. lts reliability
lection. differences are real" (7). Havender's makes it an ideal gift for profesJensen apparently does not under- claim is that Jensen really meant some sionals, students, and laymen alike.

No-risk examination. See for yourself ho

stand that natural selection destroys all forms of "compensatory education" and this extraordin

variance unless there is some sort of a few "differences." If, in fact, this is multi-volum
stable polymorphic equilibrium. In the what Jensen had in mind (and we find it tion of th
latter case, some gene frequencies will difficult to extract this interpretation coupon below now.
be held at intermediate equilibria, with from the written words), then what has : 2328 pages On the previous
2,500 photo- edition...

the consequence that there is no additive heritability to do with the problem? Ha- graphs, drawings, "A monumental

variance on the fitness scale (3), while vender would have us believe that Jen- diagrams, charts work"
additive variance may persist on the sen's motive in promoting the impor-2.2Umillion
more than
Review
words-Saturday
"Recommended."
phenotype scale. If Jensen wants to tance of heritability of IQ has been to U 7,200 articles -American Ass'n
maintain that the additive variance for demonstrate the need for "novel types of U 550 tables for the Advancement
IQ is present in the face of natural selec- intervention." Ucross
8,000
boldface of Science
references

tion, he should also maintain that the In fact Jensen has used the estimated
relevant genes are maintained at inter- heritability of IQ in white populations to NORISK EXAMINATION

mediate equilibrium by some sort of bal- justify his assumption of genetic differ- MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
ancing selection. In the face of this it ences for IQ between blacks and whites. * VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD

would be most difficult for him to main- As we have tried to point out in our article 1 450 west 33rd Street, New York 10001

tam his previous position on "dysgenic" and elsewhere, both arguments are logi- * Aim:
Irene
Hotiman
Please rush
me the
new 5th Edition of Van
trends. cally incorrect; h2 provides no informa- Nostrand's Scientitic Encyclopedia. If not

Another elementary misconception is tion on the possible effect of inter- * completely satisfied, I m

exhibited in Jensen's statement that the vention, nor on between-group differ- daysI ElSingle
for fullPayment:
refund. Save postage, han-

presence of dominance variance can be ences. I dlin-enciose Icheck/money
$67.50 plus local tax.order for

inferred from the difference between h2 As to whether our figures 1 and 2 are ElBudget Pla
and h2. This is incorrect, since h2u includes bizarre, it is sufficient to draw the read- order for
from the genotype by envi- er's attention to the literature in popu- in three monthly p
contributions $67.50 plus postage, handling, tax.
ronment interaction variance, epistatic lation genetics on

variance, and other terms, as well as the Havender's claim that adoption studies I No. Exp.
dominance variance (4). The other terms show that IQ is not strongly affected by * sg.
would have to be shown to be negligible the environment is incorrect (9). The
I Name

before the difference in heritabilities problem is how reliable such studies are, I Address (P

I ________________________________________

could be attributed to dominance vari- whatever their conclusion (JO).
ance. Havender, continuing the tradition of I city

Jensen concludes his analysis of the Jensen and his followers, fails to ac- State Zip

selection problem with the statement, knowledge that no information con- 3 Offer good in uSA. only. Sublect to cred
* department approval. Payment must accompa-

We would not expect extremely high cerning group differences can be extract- n order to P.O. box.

correlation of human intelligence with ed from within-group heritability. If he L....216297
1
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finds
finds it
it strange
strangethat
that"the
"the
genetic
genetic
interinter- essarily
essarily
closer
closer
to the to
truth
the
by truth
nature ofby nature of ror
rorin
indiscussions
discussions
of genetics
of genetics
and race.
and race.

pretation
pretation of
ofmental
mentaldifferences"
differences"
hashas their
their
being
being
farther
farther
from ourfrom
understandour understand- We
We neither
neither
fear
fear
nornor
dislike
dislike
any objective
any objective
been
been viewed
viewedasasa a"counsel
"counsel
ofof
despair,"
despair," ing.
truth. What we fear and detest is the
we
we recommend
recommendthat
thatheheread
read
the
the
history
history Plomin and DeFries make two points
of
of eugenics
eugenicsasasapplied
appliedtoto
IQIQ
in in
thethe
early
early worth commenting on. First they offer
part
part of
of L.
L.J.
J.Kamin's
Kamin'sbook
book
(10).
(10).
Perhaps
Perhaps the demonstration of heritability of schiz-

then he will see how much "educational
and social advancement" has been
achieved as a result of such counsel.

ophrenia as a counterexample to our
claim that genetic analyses of "complexly determined behavior" are not

misuse of scientific concepts in order to

justify misrepresentation of objective
reality. The right to express views does
not include the "right" to twist scientific

concepts, the "right" to illogical reason-

ing, and the "right" to misrepresent

The intemperate tone of Morton's letuseful. But they do not reveal what the
data. On the contrary the community of
use of this demonstration has been either
ter, in which he accuses us of cultivatscientific workers has the obligation to
ing "obscurity" and "clumsy harrying in
of counseling or treatment. Perhaps it is expose falsehood and to demonstrate the
their belief that the existence of such a
biometrical genetics" is understandable,
limitations that assumptions place on the
since he has spent so much of his own
heritability argues against psycho- applicability of conclusions.
M. W. FELDMAN
scientific energy in developing the meththerapeutic treatment and in favor of
odologies that we question. Unfortunatesome sort of physical intervention. The
Department of Biological Sciences,
ly his letter provides no substantive supheart of our argument is that the exisStanford University,
port for his polemic. Morton offers as his
tence of heritability is irrelevant to the
Stanford, California 94305
R. C. LEWONTIN
example of a case where genetic knowlpossibility and form of therapy.
edge has improved risk prediction, of allIn their second point Plomin and DeMuseum of Comparative Zoology,
things, hemophilia! But hemophilia is the
Fries persist in that incorrect claim that
Harvard University,
result of a single recessive sex-linkedthe formula connecting within-popu- Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
mutation with complete penetrance. As
lation and between-population heritabiliReferences
we point out in our article, this is preties has some content. They seem to
1. R. A. Fisher, Am. Nat. 62, 115 (1928).
cisely the one situation in which genetic
believe that any formula involving two 2. S. Wright, ibid. 63, 274 (1929); J. B. S. Haldane,
ibid. 64, 87 (1930).
information is useful in predicting risks.
variables (h2B, h2w) provides them with a
3. W. J. Ewens, Genetics 83, 601 (1976).
The question is whether any genetic hymeaningful connection. For example, let 4. 0. Kempthorne, An Introduction to Genetic Statistics (Wiley, New York, 1957).
pothesis more complicated than one or
the variance in amount of manure pro- 5. A.
R. Jensen, Harvard Educ. Rev. 39, 1 (1969).
two Mendelian loci with high (Mortonduced by bulls in Iowa be Or2B and the 6. , Behav. Gen. 4, 24 (1974).
7. , Psychol. Today 7, 80 (1973).
variance in the number of words in letcorrectly points out our slip of the pen
8. J. Clausen, D. D. Keck, W. M. Heisey, Carters to the editor of Science be -2s. We
negie Inst. Washington Publ. 520 (1940), p. 1; Th.
here) and constant penetrance, improves
Dobzhansky and B. Spassky, Genetics 29, 270
then form the ratio Bs = O-2B/O2S. By a (1944).
risk estimation. Rather than suggesting
9.
M.
that those who are forced to use empirisimple rearrangement we have -2B = Bs Skodak and H. M. Skeels, J. Genet. Psychol. 75, 85 (1949).
cal risk calculations are "charlatans"
o-2. Have we really shown that there 10.
is L. J. Kamin. The Science and Politics of IQ
(Eilbaum, Hillsdale, N.J., 1974).
and "quacks," Morton might have
some meaningful relationship? This argu11. R. N. Curnow and C. Smith, J. R. Stat. Soc.
helped us by giving us the evidence thatment is logically identical to that which A. 138, 131(1975).
the complex pedigree analyses in whichconnects h2B and h2 . That is, their ratio
he engages have, in fact, improved theis used to define the intraclass correlapractice of genetic counseling. The ab- tion, and then each by an algebraic rearsence of such evidence and the questionrangement, h2B, is made to appear as a "Pregnancy Prevention"
of what constitutes first- or second-rate

function of h2w.

service to patients must remain open

Frankel raises the entirely spurious Healey's letter (9 July, p. 98) suggests
issue of scientific freedom and opennessthat the incidence of gonorrhea has deof inquiry. He tells us that "No person clined more rapidly in Sweden than in
has a right to legislate . . . social atti-Denmark because the Swedes refer to protudes for others, much less for a wholetectives devices by a shorter word. Not to
scientific community" and that "Scientif- be outdone by the Swedes, the Danes also
ic advocates of eugenics have the same use the word kondom. The Danish term

(11).
Morton claims that "flogging" broad
heritability is unnecessary. He need only
read any issue of Behavior Genetics, not
to mention numerous textbooks on genetics and behavior. As to whether any
geneticist supposes that the heritability

right ... to express their views as do svangerskabsforebyggende middel is a
general one that also refers to IUD's,
of group differences can be predictedFeldman and Lewontin." But these are
do
and pills. Furthermore, even
from intragroup heritability, he might try red herrings. Nowhere in our articlediaphrams,
though a purchaser would not ask for
comparing notes with Plomin and De-we "legislate" anything or speak about

Fries, who also have a letter to the editordepriving anyone of the right to express
kondoms by the general term, it would be
in this issue of Science. We agree that any idea or view. What we have donenoismore difficult for him to say than the
equivalent, "pregnancy preventative,"
there was nothing in our article that any to point out that some "ideas" are incoris for English-speaking people.
competent geneticist does not know. Butrect, some even nonsense, and that scienI am sorry Healey's theory does not
tific concepts have been misused and
knowing and saying appear to be two
sometimes blatantly misrepresented for hold water; it would be a great advance
quite different things.
Genetic counseling has an important political ends. We reiterate that "in our in medicine if diseases could be controlled
function in serving to avoid human suf- opinion geneticists ought to dissociate by the introduction of new words into
vocabularies.
themselves utterly from eugenics" for
fering. We must not reject any knowlVAGN FLYGER
the
thereasons
reasons
given
given
in our
inarticle.
our article.
Frankel Frankel
edge that will make such counseling
Inland Environmental Laboratory,
more accurate; but we must not pretend implies
implies
that
that
we wish
we wish
to bury
toobjective
bury objective
Centerfor Environmental and Estuarine
truthoror
prevent
prevent
its discovery
its discovery
because because
to knowledge that we do not have nor truth
Studies, University of Maryland,
assume that very complicated and impen- we dislike or fear the social conetrable mathematical formalities are necCollege
sequences. This is an often repeated
er-Park 20742
SCIENCE, VOL. 194
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